Slide-C Extension Installation Instructions
Read through all instructions before beginning any installation work.
1.

Take off nut.

2.

Cut off the E-string part of the nut. The finished (cut) edge of the remaining nut will be
2.5 mm from the center of the nut A-string groove. (See diagram)

3.

Glue the modified nut back on. (Save the unused piece)

4.

Unscrew the stopper screw at the end of the extension body.

5.

Place extension to the side of scroll so that the round part of the brass is centered over
the scroll. Mark (on the extension body) and saw off where it extends past nut edge.

6.

Start cutting down the (extension) wood shim while making sure that the extension
body continues the trajectory that the E-string would follow toward scroll.

7.

Bend the rear L bracket so that it will be flush with the back wall of the peg box.

8.

With the wood shim near final thickness, place the extension so it rests on the scroll and
nut area. File end so that it butts-up cleanly to the end of the Bass fingerboard.

9.

Draw the Bass fingerboard curvature, 0.5 mm higher, on end of extension fingerboard.
Hand-plane the extension fingerboard to match the curve of the Bass fingerboard.

10.

Cut a little notch for the C-string to go through on the top end of the extension
fingerboard. (We have found that the extension itself doesn''t need a nut for the C-string
to vibrate cleanly. You can, if you wish, place a piece of lizard skin in the notch.

11.

Wind C-string through the extension onto the A-string tuning machine. Even minimum
tension on the string will pull the extension body solidly and securely into place.
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12.

With the string as a guide, final adjustments can be made by:
a) Moving the top part of the extension slightly left or right so that the C-string will be
centered on the extension fingerboard. Shape shim accordingly.
b) Cutting down the wood shim so that the clearance of the C-string will be (measuring
from the bottom of the string) 5.5 mm of off the bass fingerboard. If you have cut too
much off the wood shim, don't worry, you can place a thin piece of rubber between the
scroll and the shim.

13.

Mark (with awl) the placement of holes on the rear L bracket and side L bracket where
the screws will hold them against the back and side peg box walls respectively.

14.

Take off extension. Color the wood shim black and drill holes in the L brackets.

15.

Put extension back on scroll. Run the C-string through the extension.

16.

Drill holes into the peg box walls (through the holes in brass) and screw in L Brackets.

17.

Slide on the sliding gate. Gage by eye how much needs to be cut of off the ebony foot.

18.

Carve ebony foot (glued to lever arm) to match the curve of the extension fingerboard.

19.

Cut a (C-string radius) groove along the length of the ebony foot so that it clamps
straight down on top of the C-string.

20.

Super-glue lizard skin onto the ebony foot. (Overlap skin onto the sides of foot)

21.

Slide the sliding gate to its E-stop position so that the edge of the ebony foot lines up
directly with the edge of the extension fingerboard. To secure the gate's position:
a) Drill and tap hole in the same channel that the original stopper screw was in.
b) Screw in the stopper screw. ( Taking into account its surrounding plastic tube)

22.

Cut down the E-string side of nut (that was previously cut off) and glue it on the other
side of extension as a decorative side. Cut notch to accommodate stopper screw.
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